
 

 

Akamai Bulls Position for Breakout on Cloud Security Momentum 

Ticker/Price: AKAM ($90) 

 

Analysis: 

Akamai (AKAM) seeing 1800 November 1st (W) $90 calls open $4.05 to $4.75 this morning, a name with 2500 November $90 

calls that opened after earnings in late July with some adjustment trades. AKAM is consolidating nicely under highs and showing 

impressive strength to Tech peers, a move above $93 can start a run to $100. The $15B Company trades 19X Earnings and 5.35X 

Sales. AKAM will report on 10-28 and has plenty of Conferences in November/December. AKAM is seen to accelerate revenue 

growth to 7% in FY20 and EPS growth expected to remain double digits. AKAM recently announced a deal for KryptCo as it invests 

in its security unit with a multi-factor authentication company. AKAM's core business is internet content delivery but its cloud 

security unit has been posting impressive growth and boosting the overall margin profile of the company. Analysts have an average 

target of $92 on shares and short interest at 5.6% of the float has risen 32% Q/Q. Keybanc cut shares to Neutral noting valuation 

now reflects the anticipation of excitement for accelerating demand in CDN from new OTT video services from Comcast, Disney, 

Apple, and AT&T. They see potential for AKAM to make a larger security acquisition, and activity today comes after Fire-Eye 

announced plans for a sale yesterday, possibly a target. JPM has a $106 target, positive on its deal for Exceda expanding its presence 

in Latin America. On 8/12 Piper named it a top Networking recession pick with secular drivers that can overcome a weakening 

macro and see positive market dynamics from streaming, online gaming, and cloud security. Hedge Fund ownership fell 4.3% in Q2 

filings. 

Hawk Vision: 

 

Hawk’s Perspective: AKAM is a top chart pick the last few weeks and continues to trade well and unlike many Tech 

growth names valuation is not steep, so a good one to position in for turbulent markets. 

 

Confidence Ranking: $$ 


